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Experience-dependent plasticity is crucial for
the precise formation of neuronal connections
during development. It is generally thought to
depend on Hebbian forms of synaptic plasticity.
In addition, neurons possess other, homeo-
static means of compensating for changes in
sensory input, but their role in cortical plasticity
is unclear. We used two-photon calcium
imaging to investigate whether homeostatic
response regulation contributes to changes of
eye-specific responsiveness after monocular
deprivation (MD) in mouse visual cortex. Short
MD durations decreased deprived-eye re-
sponses in neurons with binocular input. Lon-
ger MD periods strengthened open-eye
responses, and surprisingly, also increased
deprived-eye responses in neurons devoid of
open-eye input. These bidirectional response
adjustments effectively preserved the net visual
drive for each neuron. Our finding that
deprived-eye responses were either weaker or
stronger after MD, depending on the amount
of open-eye input a cell received, argues for
both Hebbian and homeostatic mechanisms
regulating neuronal responsiveness during
experience-dependent plasticity.
INTRODUCTION
Ocular dominance (OD) plasticity in visual cortex has long
served as amodel of how cortical synapses are shaped by
experience. Following a brief period of eyelid closure (or
monocular deprivation [MD]), neurons in binocular cortex
shift their relative responsiveness to stimulation of the
two eyes in favor of the one that remains open after the
deprivation procedure (Gordon and Stryker, 1996; Wieseland Hubel, 1963). A long-favored theory postulated that
inputs from the eyes compete for resources from target
neurons (Guillery, 1972). More recently, chronic measure-
ments of population activity during MD indicated that OD
shifts are caused by an early reduction of deprived-eye
responses and a delayed increase of nondeprived eye
responses (Frenkel and Bear, 2004), suggesting that these
bidirectional changes in responsiveness are mechanisti-
cally distinct.
It is attractive to assume that the loss and gain of
eye-specific responses arise primarily from Hebbian
mechanisms of synaptic plasticity, such as long-term
depression (LTD) and long-term potentiation (LTP),
respectively. Indeed, the initial component of OD shifts
in juvenile animals likely results from the weakening and
loss of intracortical synaptic connections serving the
deprived eye (Frenkel and Bear, 2004; Heynen et al.,
2003; Mataga et al., 2004; Rittenhouse et al., 1999), and
has been shown to rely on N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptor-dependent LTD of excitatory synapses
(Heynen et al., 2003). Moreover, deprivation might also
promote LTP of local inhibitory transmission (Maffei
et al., 2006), the maturation of which is important for
enabling OD plasticity (Hensch, 2005). Conversely, it is
plausible that LTP might underlie the delayed strengthen-
ing of nondeprived inputs, but this correlation awaits
experimental proof.
Another possibility is that eye-specific responses during
deprivation are additionally regulated by non-Hebbian,
homeostatic forms of plasticity. The concept of homeo-
static plasticity is founded on the observation that neurons
have the capacity to maintain their responsiveness or syn-
aptic modifiability within a preferred range in spite of
chronic alterations of neuronal activity levels (Bienenstock
et al., 1982; Burrone and Murthy, 2003; Davis, 2006;
Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Turrigiano and Nelson,
2004). In principle, neurons in the visual cortex could
implement two different homeostatic strategies to coun-
teract the reduced visual drive during deprivation. First,
deprived neurons could modify their synapses in such
a way as to lower the threshold for LTP induction, therebyNeuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 961
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1996; Bear, 2003). Second, visual responsiveness of
deprived neurons could be enhanced directly, without
requirement for Hebbian plasticity, by increasing synaptic
strength, intrinsic excitability, or both (Desai, 2003; Maffei
et al., 2004; Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004)—which we refer
to as homeostatic response compensation. While evi-
dence for both types of cell-wide homeostatic changes
has been documented in slices of deprived visual cortex
(Desai et al., 2002; Kirkwood et al., 1996; Maffei et al.,
2004; Philpot et al., 2007), functional evidence for visual
response homeostasis after transient deprivation is still
lacking in the intact visual cortex.
In this study, we set out to test whether non-Hebbian
homeostatic mechanisms can act in concert with Hebbian
plasticity to facilitate OD shifts (Desai, 2003; Miller, 1996;
Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004) by probing for homeostatic
response compensation in visual cortex after MD. Be-
cause monocular lid suture reduces the amount of, and
at the same time changes the balance of, visual drive
between the eyes, the contribution of homeostatic mech-
anisms is expected to depend on the proportions of
eye-specific inputs received by each cell. It is therefore
important to determine how MD shifts the magnitude of
deprived and nondeprived eye responses in individual
neurons sampled from the entire range of OD classes.
For this purpose, we combined two-photonmicroscopy
with bulk loading of cortical tissue with a calcium indicator
dye (Kerr et al., 2005; Ohki et al., 2005; Regehr and Tank,
1991; Stosiek et al., 2003) in order to quantify and map
visually evoked neuronal responses after MD in the binoc-
ular and monocular regions of mouse visual cortex. In vivo
calcium imaging allows recording of neural activity from
dozens to hundreds of individual cells with precise spatial
information, while avoiding the sampling errors inherent to
microelectrode recordings. We found that short MD dura-
tions led to a decrease of deprived-eye responses only in
neurons with substantial open-eye input. Longer periods
of MD resulted not only in the strengthening of nonde-
prived eye activity, but, importantly, also of deprived-eye
responses in neurons largely lacking nondeprived eye
inputs. The direction of deprived-eye response shifts
was therefore dependent on the amount of open-eye input
in each cell. Our results favor a model in which both
Hebbian mechanisms and homeostatic response com-
pensation act in concert to regulate neuronal responsive-
ness during altered sensory experience.
RESULTS
Mapping OD with In Vivo Calcium Imaging
We used in vivo two-photon calcium imaging to investi-
gate how OD is represented in the binocular visual cortex
at the level of individual cells (Figure 1A). Cortical tissue
was bulk loaded with the cell-permeable form of the
calcium indicator dye Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (OGB-1
AM; Figure 1B) (Ohki et al., 2005; Stosiek et al., 2003),
resulting in a stained volume of approximately 200–962 Neuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.400 mm in diameter. Randomized, drifting grating stimuli
(25 3 50, Figure 1C), presented independently to the
two eyes, evoked fluorescence changes (DF/F) in neuronal
cell bodies and neuropil (Figures 1D and 1E). The
response to each eye was used to calculate the OD score
(ipsilateral eye response divided by the summed
responses to each eye) and construct maps of eye prefer-
ence for each pixel (Figure 1F, see Experimental Proce-
dures) and each cell (Figure 1G). Neurons in binocular
visual cortex of normal mice displayed a range of OD
scores, including those driven predominantly by the ipsi-
lateral or the contralateral eye (Figures 1D, 1F, and 1G).
Whereas the majority of cells was driven by both eyes,
there was an overall dominance of the contralateral eye,
a result consistent with previous studies in mice (Dra¨ger,
1975; Gordon and Stryker, 1996). Obtaining OD maps at
multiple depths below the cortical surface (down to
450 mm, equivalent to superficial layer 5) did not reveal
systematic variations in the distribution of OD scores
across different cortical layers (see Figures S1 and S2 in
the Supplemental Data available with this article online).
Collapsing cells from different optical sections onto the
same image produced the OD distribution of a given vol-
ume of binocular cortex (Figure 2A and Figure S3). In
keeping with earlier work (Dra¨ger, 1974; Metin et al.,
1988; Schuett et al., 2002), we found little evidence for
a clear columnar organization of cells with similar OD
scores (Figure 1 and Figure 2 and Figure S3).
OD Plasticity
We next explored how the OD of individual cells changed
after a period of MD in juvenile mice. Lid suture of either
the contralateral or ipsilateral eye (4–8 days, starting at
postnatal day 25–27) induced a strong shift of OD in favor
of the nondeprived eye (Figure 2), in agreement with pre-
vious studies in mice (Fagiolini et al., 2004; Gordon and
Stryker, 1996; Hofer et al., 2006a; Tagawa et al., 2005;
Yang et al., 2005). Deprivation of the contralateral eye
shifted OD toward the ipsilateral eye such that themajority
of neurons responded equally to both eyes (Figures 2A
and 2B, middle panels; Figure S2). Conversely, ipsilateral
eye closure induced a shift in the opposite direction,
resulting in a larger proportion of neurons increasing their
preference for the nondeprived, contralateral eye (Figures
2A and 2B, right panels).
Irrespective of which eye was closed, cumulative histo-
grams of calcium transient amplitudes indicated that R4
days of MD shifted almost the entire range of deprived-
eye responses to smaller values (Figures 2C and 2F), while
nondeprived eye responses were elevated (Figures 2D
and 2E, normal versus MD, Kolmogorov-Smirnov [K-S]
test, p < 1010 for all cases). Whereas eye-specific
responses did not change after 1 day of MD (Figures 2C
and 2D), intermediate MD durations (2–3 days, contralat-
eral eye deprived) resulted primarily in the reduction of
deprived eye responses (Figure 2C, p<1015), with a slight
but significant gain of nondeprived eye responses
(Figure 2D, p < 1016). This confirms earlier findings,
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Response Homeostasis during Monocular DeprivationFigure 1. Mapping OD in Mouse Binocular Visual Cortex by Two-Photon Calcium Imaging
(A) Schematic of the mouse visual system.
(B) In vivo image fromOGB1-AM loaded cells (average of 400 frames) 230 mmbelow the brain surface in the binocular visual cortex of a normal mouse.
Scale bar, 60 mm.
(C) Schematic showing the position of a visual stimulus (25 3 50, randomized drifting gratings), presented to each eye separately, that was used to
evoke eye-specific responses in binocular visual cortex.
(D) Examples of visually evoked calcium transients (DF/F) recorded from four different neurons. The thin traces show individual responses to
stimulation of each eye; thick traces are average responses to eight stimulus presentations. Stimulation periods are indicated by gray bars.
(E) Response maps (DF) for the ipsilateral (left panel) and contralateral (right panel) eye.
(F and G) Pixel-based (F) and cell-based (G) ODmaps are color coded by the OD score (see Experimental Procedures), as indicated in the legend. OD
score of 0 or 1 denotes exclusive response to contralateral or ipsilateral eye stimulation, respectively, and a value of 0.5 indicates an equal response to
both eyes.now at the single-cell level, that depression precedes
potentiation during OD plasticity in rodents (Frenkel and
Bear, 2004). It is important to note that the results pre-
sented here primarily describe changes in responsiveness
of layer 2/3 neurons, since the vast majority of the record-
ings were carried out at depths of 180–330 mm beneath
the cortical surface.
Bidirectional Shifts of Deprived-Eye
Responses after MD
Which mechanisms can account for MD-induced bidirec-
tional shifts of monocular responses? While deprived-eye
response depression can be explained by homosynaptic
LTD of excitatory synapses or by LTP of inhibitory trans-mission (Heynen et al., 2003; Maffei et al., 2006; Ritten-
house et al., 1999), the increased visual drive from the
nondeprived eye could be mediated equally well by LTP
or non-Hebbian, compensatory mechanisms (Abraham
and Bear, 1996; Miller, 1996; Turrigiano and Nelson,
2004). Discerning between these possibilities in binocular
neurons is hampered by the fact thatMD changes both the
correlation and level of visual drive from the two eyes.
Several testable predictions can nonetheless be made if
homeostatic response compensation contributes to shifts
of eye-specific responsiveness in the binocular cortex.
First, one would expect that the proportion of neurons
responding preferentially to the deprived eye does not
change after MD, since any loss of responsiveness arisingNeuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 963
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Eye-Specific Responses in Normal and
Monocularly Deprived Mice
(A) Example overlays of cell-based OD maps
collapsed across multiple cortical depths
from a normal mouse (left, four depths, 190–
290 mm), after a 5 day contralateral MD (center,
six depths, 195–410 mm), and after a 5 day
ipsilateral MD (right, two depths, 200 and
225 mm). Scale bar, 50 mm.
(B) Average distribution of OD scores for all
significantly responding cells in normal mice
(seven mice, 3665 cells), and after lid suture
of either the eye contralateral (4–7 days MD,
eight mice, 2452 cells) or ipsilateral (5–8 days
MD, four mice, 1021 cells) to the imaged
hemisphere.
(C–F) Cumulative histograms of eye-specific
calcium transient amplitudes (DF/F) of all
responsive cells in normal animals and after
MD of the contralateral (C and D) or ipsilateral
(E and F) eye. Distributions of contralateral (C)
and ipsilateral (D) eye responses tested after
1 day (four mice, 2011 cells), 2–3 days (four
mice, 2003 cells), and 4–7 days of contralateral
eye MD are shown. (E and F) Distribution of
contralateral (E) and ipsilateral (F) eye re-
sponses tested after 5–8 days of ipsilateral
eye MD. Regardless of which eye was closed,
deprived-eye response amplitudes were re-
duced after MD. Nondeprived eye responses
were strongly elevated only after >4 days of
MD. One day of MD did not change the cortical
responsiveness to the two eyes.from LTD would be compensated for. Second, the
responses of these monocular, deprived-eye neurons
should be not only preserved but also increased after
eye reopening, as these neurons may have adapted their
responsiveness to the reduced visual drive through the
closed eyelid. Third, the duration of MD necessary for
any detectable deprived-eye response increase in mon-
ocular neurons should match that required for delayed
strengthening of open-eye responses in binocular neu-
rons. Finally, assuming that homeostatic mechanisms
act to maintain neuronal firing rates within a certain range,
the strength of eye-specific inputs should be adjusted
such that the combined visual drive from the two eyes
remains roughly constant.964 Neuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.To begin testing these assumptions, we first visualized
the distribution of eye-specific responses of single
neurons and the surrounding neuropil (Figure 3). After
MD of either the contralateral or the ipsilateral eye, both
neuropil and most cells shifted their preference in favor
of the nondeprived eye (Figure 3A). A subset of cells, how-
ever, showed a strong deviation in OD from their surround
and responded preferentially to the deprived eye after MD
(Figure 3A). In fact, the proportion of monocular, deprived-
eye neurons in deprived animals was no different to the
proportion of neurons in the same OD category in normal
animals (Figure 2B), suggesting that they had not experi-
enced competition from the other eye. A closer inspection
of their calcium transients revealed that the response
Neuron
Response Homeostasis during Monocular Deprivationamplitudes of these cells were not smaller, but in fact
larger, than those of neighboring neurons and the sur-
rounding neuropil (Figure 3B). Pooled data from all animals
revealed that the entire deprived-eye response range of
neurons responding predominantly or exclusively to the
deprived eye (OD score 0–0.25) was shifted to higher re-
sponse values after contralateral-eye MD (Figures 3C
and 3D, normal versus MD, cumulative histograms com-
parison, K-S test, p < 1018; group means comparison,
Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.01). The same effect was
observed after deprivation of the ipsilateral eye: neurons
dominated by the ipsilateral eye (OD score 0.75–1) re-
sponded more strongly to this eye than neurons of the
equivalent OD score in normal animals (Figures 3E and
3F, K-S test, p < 105; Wilcoxon rank sum test, p <
0.03). In contrast, deprived-eye responses of neurons
with significant input from the open eye were reduced af-
ter contralateral and ipsilateral MD (Figures 3C–3F, normal
versus contralateral eyeMD, K-S test, p < 1040;Wilcoxon
rank sum test, p < 0.02; normal versus ipsilateral eye MD,
K-S test, p < 105; Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.05), as
expected from previous studies. Together, these data in-
dicate that MD has distinct effects on deprived-eye re-
sponsiveness in neurons of different OD classes. Specifi-
cally, the reduction of deprived-eye responses occurs
only in neurons with access to open-eye input. In contrast,
in cells largely devoid of open-eye input, which experi-
enced the greatest reduction of visual drive during MD,
the strength of deprived-eye responses was not only pre-
served but rather substantially enhanced, an observation
best explained by homeostatic mechanisms acting inde-
pendently of Hebbian learning rules.
Work in vitro has demonstrated that compensatory in-
creases in neuronal excitability following activity blockade
do not appear immediately, but develop over hours to
days (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004), in contrast to the rel-
atively rapid nature of Hebbian plasticity. We therefore ex-
amined whether bidirectional changes of deprived-eye re-
sponses in neurons of different OD classes were also
apparent following shorter MD durations. After 1 day of
contralateral eye MD, the range of contralateral eye re-
sponses for all OD classes was no different to that of naive
mice (data not shown). After 2–3 days of MD, there was
a trend indicating a partial increase of deprived-eye re-
sponses in neurons without substantial spared-eye input
(Figures 3C and 3D, OD score 0–0.25, normal versus 2–
3 day MD, K-S test, p < 0.005, Wilcoxon rank sum test,
p = 0.18), suggesting that compensatory changes require
longer MD durations to become expressed fully. In con-
trast, in cells within the remaining OD classes (OD score
0.25–1), the deprived-eye responses were already re-
duced to a similar level as after longer MD durations (Fig-
ures 3C and 3D, K-S test, p < 1015, Wilcoxon rank sum
test, p = 0.07). The fact that response enhancement for
both eyes emerged over a longer time period than re-
sponse depression suggests that these bidirectional
changes in responsiveness represent mechanistically dis-
tinct processes.Increased Responsiveness in Monocular
Cortex after MD
The conclusion that deprived-eye, monocular neurons in
binocular cortex increase their responsiveness to this
eye after MD relies on the likely assumption that these
neurons had received the majority of their inputs from
the deprived eye before MD. One approach to verify this
assumption is to perform chronic recordings from the
same animal before and after MD, but our attempts at re-
peated calcium imaging over several days have been un-
successful thus far. Instead, wemeasured visually evoked
responses inmonocular cortex of normal andmonocularly
deprived mice. Since neurons in monocular cortex com-
prise a homogeneous population receiving input selec-
tively from the contralateral eye, any change in the de-
prived-eye responsiveness can be interpreted without
the potentially confounding effects of OD shifts. We found
that after 5–6 days of contralateral eye MD, deprived-eye
responses were also larger in themonocular cortex across
the entire range of response amplitudes (Figures 4A–4C,
K-S test, p < 1049, Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.02).
These data argue strongly that deprived-eye monocular
neurons residing in either the monocular or the binocular
cortex enhance their responsiveness to visual stimulation
after a period of deprivation.
To ensure that the increases of evoked calcium signals
truly reflect higher firing rates of deprived neurons, we
used microelectrodes to record multiunit spiking activity
at multiple sites in normal and deprived monocular cortex
(Figures 4D–4F). Similar to our calcium imaging data, we
found that neurons in the deprived monocular cortex (4–
7 days after deprivation) responded to oriented gratings
withmore action potentials than neurons in the naivemon-
ocular cortex (repeated measures ANOVA, p < 104; K-S
test, p < 104). These data indicate that response upregu-
lation occurs at the suprathreshold level after deprivation
and that somatic calcium imaging is a good measure for
spiking activity of neurons in mouse visual cortex. Our re-
sults therefore provide functional evidence for homeo-
static response compensation in intact visual cortex after
MD, and they are consistent with the conclusions of
ex vivo studies showing that excitatory synaptic currents
and neuronal excitability are increased after deprivation
(Desai et al., 2002; Maffei et al., 2004).
Increased Responsiveness in Binocular Cortex
after Binocular Deprivation
Our data demonstrate that responses become stronger in
deprived monocular neurons. It is therefore expected that
binocular deprivation (BD) also leads to potentiation of re-
sponses to both eyes in the binocular cortex, where inputs
from the eyes interact during OD plasticity. Indeed, we
found that 5 days of BD resulted in stronger responses
to both the contralateral and ipsilateral eye (Figure 5; nor-
mal versus BD, contralateral eye responses, K-S test, p <
1033, Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.04; ipsilateral eye re-
sponses, K-S test, p < 1088, Wilcoxon rank sum test, p <
0.02). Therefore, the vast majority of neurons in binocularNeuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 965
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Response Homeostasis during Monocular DeprivationFigure 3. Depression and Potentiation of Deprived-Eye Responses after MD
(A) Sample pixel-based OD maps, obtained at a single depth within layer 2/3 of binocular cortex in a normal mouse (top row) after contralateral eye
(5 days, middle row) or ipsilateral eye (5 days, bottom row) MD. Enlarged images of the staining pattern (middle column) and OD maps (right column)
from the maps are presented in the right column. Scale bar, 20 mm.
(B) Averaged calcium transients (eight to ten repetitions) evoked by stimulation of the ipsilateral and contralateral eye from cells bodies and neuropil
regions depicted in (A). Note that after MD neurons exclusively dominated by the deprived eye show robust responses.
(C–F) Deprived-eye responses after MD of the contralateral eye (C and D) or ipsilateral eye (E and F) in comparison to those of normal animals. Cells
were split into two groups according to their OD values, and data are represented as cumulative histograms of response magnitudes (C and E) or as966 Neuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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sponsiveness in Monocular Cortex
(A) Contralateral-eye response maps (DF) of
the monocular cortex showing the amplitude
of visually evoked calcium transients from
a normal mouse (left) and after deprivation of
the contralateral eye (right).
(B) Cumulative histograms of visually evoked
response amplitudes from the monocular cor-
tex of normal (eight mice, 4217 cells) and
deprived (contralateral eye MD, 5–6 days, five
mice, 2736 cells) mice. Thin traces represent
the response distributions from individual ani-
mals, while thick traces represent pooled data.
(C) Group means of median response ampli-
tudes of individual animals from all, 50%, or
10% of the most responsive neurons.
(D) Average peristimulus time histograms
(mean ± SEM) of extracellularly recorded
multiunit spiking activity from all significantly
responsive recording sites in normal (six mice,
400 sites) and deprived (4–7 days MD, seven
mice, 529 sites) monocular cortex. Note that
deprived neurons discharged more spikes
over the entire stimulation period of visual stim-
ulation (repeated measures ANOVA, p < 104),
which is depicted above the plot.
(E) Cumulative histogramsof firing ratedistribu-
tions from recording sites of single animals (thin
traces) or from all recording sites within a group
(thick traces).
(F) Group means of median firing rates of indi-
vidual animals from all, 50%, or 10% of the
most responsive recording sites. Error bars
represent SEM. *p < 0.05.cortex have a capacity to increase their responsiveness to
both sets of inputs. Importantly, this result confirms the
conclusion that response depression in binocular cortex
occurs only during MD, when the activity through one
eye is higher than in the other.
A previous report using visually evoked potential (VEP)
recordings with electrodes placed in layer 5 of binocular
visual cortex did not observe significant potentiation of
eye-specific responses after several days of BD (Frenkel
and Bear, 2004). As we sampled neurons from layer 2/3,
the discrepancy between the studies could be explained
by laminar differences, especially since neurons in differ-
ent cortical layers differ in their capacity for homeostatic
plasticity (Desai et al., 2002; Maffei et al., 2004, 2006).
Conservation of Net Visual Drive
The idea of response homeostasis is based on the
premise that neurons act to maintain their firing rates
within a given operating range (Burrone and Murthy,
2003; Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004). Assuming that the
same rule applies to neurons in the binocular cortex,
which receive different contributions of eye-specificinputs, it might be expected that the absolute strength of
inputs from one eye determines the strength of inputs
from the other, such that the total visual response is
roughly preserved. We examined potential evidence for
this relationship in our data set by plotting, for each cell,
the amplitudes of evoked calcium transients to each eye
as function of OD score (Figure 6). With decreasing OD
score, responses evoked by stimulation of the contralat-
eral eye increased while those of the ipsilateral eye
decreased, and vice versa (Figure 6A). On an absolute
scale, monocular cells typically exhibited the largest
responses after stimulation of the dominant eye, while
strong responses to either eye were rarely encountered
in binocular neurons with intermediate OD scores
(Figure 6A). This relationship was also clearly apparent
after MD of either the contralateral or the ipsilateral eye,
as the overall distribution of OD values shifted toward
the nondeprived eye (Figures 6B and 6C). Thus, despite
an overall large response variability, which is partially
a consequence of using nonoptimal visual stimuli for
most cells, there was a clear trend for the response
strength of one eye to be inversely related to the responsegroup means of median response values (D and F) of individual animals. Neurons strongly dominated or exclusively driven by the deprived eye
(OD score 0–0.25 or 0.75–1 for contralateral eye or ipsilateral eyeMD, respectively) respondedmore strongly to this eye, while deprived-eye responses
of the remaining cells were reduced after MD. Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.Neuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 967
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Response Homeostasis during Monocular Deprivationstrength of the other eye as a function of OD, such that
within most OD classes the combined visual drive from
the two eyes remained roughly equal (Figure 6D). Impor-
tantly, the responses of neurons dominated by the
deprived eye after MD deviated strongly from this relation-
ship, because upon eye reopening, visual stimuli elicited
substantially greater responses than in control animals
(Figure 6D). In keeping with this result, the sum of
responses to both eyes was larger over the entire OD
range after BD (Figure 6D). Taken together, the behavior
of neurons in the binocular cortex supports the notion of
homeostasis in which the magnitude of responses to dif-
ferent inputs is adjusted in order to maintain a constancy
of visual drive.
DISCUSSION
To investigate the mechanisms of cortical plasticity, we
used acute two-photon calcium imaging in vivo to quantify
how a period of MD shifts eye-specific responses from
individual neurons of different OD classes in upper layers
Figure 5. Binocular Deprivation Increases the Responsive-
ness to Both Eyes in the Binocular Cortex
(A and B) Cumulative histograms of visually evoked response
amplitudes in response to stimulation of the contralateral (A) and
ipsilateral (B) eye in normal mice (seven mice, 3665 cells) and after
binocular deprivation (BD) for 5 days (fivemice, 3565 cells). Thin traces
represent the response distributions from individual animals, while
thick traces represent pooled data.
(C and D) Group means of median response amplitudes of individual
animals from all, 50%, or 10%of themost responsive neurons. Contra-
lateral (C) and ipsilateral (D) eye responses were larger after BD. Error
bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05.968 Neuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.Figure 6. Conservation of Net Visual Drive
(A–C) Plots show the relationship between eye-specific response
amplitudes and OD. Amplitudes of calcium transients elicited by
testing the ipsilateral (red dots) and contralateral (blue dots) eye are
plotted against the OD score for each responsive cell from normal
and monocularly deprived mice. Thick lines show group mean data
of contralateral (blue) and ipsilateral (red) eye responses for all cells
within each of the five equally spaced OD categories.
(D) Group means of summed responses plotted as a function of OD,
obtained by averaging the sum of contralateral and ipsilateral
responses from individual cells shown in (A)–(C). Summed responses
of binocularly deprived mice (green) are plotted for comparison.
Note that in monocularly deprived mice, only the summed responses
of neurons dominated by the deprived eye were larger after MD. After
BD, summed responses were larger across all OD categories. Error
bars indicate SEM.
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Response Homeostasis during Monocular Deprivationof mouse visual cortex. We found that in neurons with
significant open-eye input, deprived-eye responses were
reduced while those of the open eye increased. In
contrast, the deprived-eye responses of neurons largely
devoid of open-eye input were surprisingly stronger after
MD. The direction of the shift of deprived-eye responses
in each cell therefore depended critically on the amount
of open-eye input and net visual drive experienced during
MD. Consistent with these findings, responses to both
eyes were upregulated after BD. Together, our results
show that response compensation does occur throughout
the visual cortex after deprivation. Non-Hebbian response
homeostasis should therefore be regarded as a strategy
complementary to Hebbian plasticity for shifting eye-
specific responsiveness of neurons during MD.
Mapping Visually Evoked Calcium Transients
in Binocular Visual Cortex
We used fluorometric calcium imaging in vivo to assess
eye-specific responses of hundreds of neurons in each
visual cortex by monitoring the changes in somatic
calcium concentration associated with neuronal activity
(Smetters et al., 1999). Several studies have demon-
strated that somatic calcium transients reflect suprathres-
hold, and not subthreshold, activity, and that the ampli-
tude of the fluorescence change reliably indicates action
potential firing rate (Kerr et al., 2005; Mao et al., 2001;
Smetters et al., 1999; Yaksi and Friedrich, 2006). Similarly,
in this study we show that the increase of evoked calcium
transient amplitudes in themonocular cortex afterMDwas
mirrored in higher firing rates of deprived neurons. More-
over, the quantification of OD from calcium transients
yielded results that are highly comparable to those from
studies using electrophysiological single-unit recordings
(Dra¨ger, 1975; Gordon and Stryker, 1996).
Applying in vivo calcium imaging to mouse binocular
cortex enabled us to directly compare visual responses
in neighboring cells and the surrounding neuropil. We
could confirm that, even on a fine spatial scale, a system-
atic columnar arrangement of neurons with similar OD is
not obvious in the mouse (Dra¨ger, 1975; Hofer et al.,
2006b). Consistent with previous studies in rodents
(Ohki et al., 2005), our data underscore the fact that neu-
rons in mouse visual cortex can have functional properties
that are quite different from the surrounding cells and
neuropil, which to a large degree represents the activity
of presynaptic structures (Kerr et al., 2005). Given that
dendritic and axonal fields of neurons in mouse visual
cortex can extend over distances of up to 500 mm
(Antonini et al., 1999; Holtmaat et al., 2005), and that
connectivity in the cortex is predominantly local, the OD
of individual neurons must arise by precise selection of
eye-specific inputs, intrinsic computation of eye-specific
inputs, or some combination thereof.
Hebbian and Homeostatic OD Plasticity
It is still largely unresolved which mechanisms act in
individual cells or even on individual synapses during ODplasticity, and whether these apply equally to the diverse
population of neurons in binocular cortex. Current
evidence indicates that, at the level of the entire popula-
tion, OD shifts are explained by a reduction of deprived-
eye responses and a delayed increase of nondeprived
eye responses (Frenkel and Bear, 2004), whichmight arise
from the loss and gain of synaptic drive from the two eyes
(Heynen et al., 2003; Mataga et al., 2004). We extended
these findings by showing that the nature of MD-induced
effects in the upper cortical layers (i.e., primarily layer
2/3) depended on the relative amount of visual drive a
neuron received from each eye. In cells with input from
the open eye, deprived-eye responses were weaker
already within the first 2–3 days of MD, though robust
potentiation of open-eye responses emerged only after
3 days of deprivation. Importantly, we found no evidence
for depression of responses in cells receiving dominant
or exclusive input from the deprived eye after shorter
MD durations. Instead, deprived-eye responses in these
neurons were larger after longer periods of deprivation.
Two important conclusions about the mechanistic
nature of OD plasticity emerge from these data. First,
the weak visual input from the deprived eye is not suffi-
cient per se to induce response depression, which, in-
stead, must be dependent on the activity of inputs from
the other eye. Thus, response depression in binocular
cells is likely mediated by the mismatch in the correlation
of the weak, deprived-eye inputs and intact, open-eye
inputs. Second, increased visual drive in cells responding
predominantly to the deprived eye is difficult to reconcile
with Hebbian rules of synaptic plasticity. The most likely
explanation is that these cells had received the majority
of their inputs from the deprived eye before MD as well,
and that they remained predominantly monocular follow-
ing MD, as the relatively weak drive from the nondeprived
eye was not sufficient to shift their OD substantially in
favor of that eye. This was corroborated by our findings
that (1) the proportion of monocular cells remained more
or less constant after MD, (2) the majority of neurons in
monocular cortex increased their responsiveness to visual
stimulation after a period of MD, and (3) the majority of
neurons in the binocular cortex increased their respon-
siveness to both eyes after a period of BD. These results
are best explained by homeostatic mechanisms that act
directly to increase neuronal responsiveness (Desai,
2003; Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004) and thereby maintain
firing rates within a certain range during degraded vision
through the closed eyelid.
In the deprived visual cortex, there is growing evidence
supporting the existence of compensatory processes
acting to alter overall synaptic transmission or intrinsic
excitability (Desai et al., 2002; Maffei et al., 2004), or to
facilitate further synaptic strengthening by promoting the
induction of LTP in favor of LTD (Kirkwood et al., 1996;
Philpot et al., 2007), as specified by the Bienenstock-
Cooper-Munro (BCM) theory (Abraham and Bear, 1996;
Bienenstock et al., 1982). Although both types of neu-
ron-wide plasticity may account for OD shifts in binocularNeuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 969
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the response enhancement in monocular cells responding
to the deprived eye at the time of its reopening, since they
predict that responses degrade over the course of depri-
vation (Blais et al., 1999; Clothiaux et al., 1991). Thus,
whereas our findings do not rule out a role for LTP, which
may underlie the specific potentiation of responses in
adult animals (Frenkel et al., 2006; Sawtell et al., 2003),
they indicate that homeostatic response compensation
is likely to be an important component of OD plasticity.
Consistent with this idea, we found that neurons with
binocular input seem to adjust the strength of their com-
ponent, monocular inputs such that the summed visual
response remained roughly preserved. Interestingly,
such conservation of total visual drive has also been
observed during development of receptive fields in the
superior colliculus (Chandrasekaran et al., 2007). Finally,
the fact that the strengthening of both deprived-eye
responses in monocular cells and open-eye responses
in the remaining cells was delayed relative to deprived-
eye depression is in keeping with the progressive nature
of homeostatic changes.
Taken together, the results in our study lend evidence to
theoretical frameworks based on combined homeostatic
and Hebbian rules that have been put forward to explain
how MD shifts OD in binocular neurons (Desai, 2003;
Miller, 1996; Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004): the decorre-
lated input though the closed eye initially causes a
Hebbian weakening of deprived-eye synapses during
the first few days of MD (Heynen et al., 2003), which
subsequently triggers a compensatory upscaling of
responses to all inputs. This is consistent with the finding
that the level of deprived-eye response depression stabi-
lizes (Figure 3) or even reverses (Frenkel and Bear, 2004)
after 3 days of MD. In this way, the concerted action of
early Hebbian LTD and non-Hebbian response homeosta-
sis would change the ratio of contralateral to ipsilateral
input strength expressed as an apparent increase in
open-eye responsiveness, while keeping the net postsyn-
aptic drive constant. As a case in point, mice lacking
tumor necrosis factor a (TNFa), a glial-derived protein
important for homeostatic synaptic scaling in hippocam-
pal neurons (Stellwagen and Malenka, 2006), exhibit only
partial OD plasticity due to a selective lack of open-eye
response potentiation (M. Kaneko, et al., 2006, Soc. Neu-
rosci., abstract). Further study is required to reveal the
relative contributions of candidate mechanisms required
for homeostatic compensation of neuronal responsive-
ness, which may include network-wide changes of intra-
cortical inhibition (Fagiolini et al., 2004; Maffei et al.,
2004) and cell-wide adjustments of synaptic strength or
intrinsic conductances (Burrone and Murthy, 2003; Davis,
2006; Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Turrigiano and Nelson,
2004). With longer deprivation periods, these changes
could be permissive for the growth of new synaptic pro-
cesses that may additionally contribute to compensation
of visually evoked responses (Antonini et al., 1999;Mataga
et al., 2004).970 Neuron 54, 961–972, June 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.General Conclusions
In this study we have provided evidence in support of
homeostatic changes directly regulating neuronal respon-
siveness during MD. Compensatory increases in neuronal
excitability after deprivation have also been associated
with other sensory manipulations that lead to modification
of receptive fields in the visual and auditory cortex (Gian-
nikopoulos and Eysel, 2006; Kotak et al., 2005). Thus, non-
Hebbian response homeostasis may represent a general,
adaptive mechanism that, together with other forms of
plasticity, facilitates the functional reorganization of
cortical response properties during altered sensory
experience.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animal Preparation and Lid Suture
All experimental procedures were carried out in compliance with insti-
tutional guidelines and the local government. C57Bl/6 mice (postnatal
day 26–35) were anesthetized with a mixture of Fentanyl (0.05 mg/kg),
Midazolam (5.0 mg/kg), andMedetomidin (0.5 mg/kg). Anesthesia was
maintained by reinjecting one-third of the initial dose approximately
every hour, supplemented by a low concentration of halothane
(0.2%–0.5%) in a 1:1 mixture of N2O:O2 delivered via a small nose
cone. A very thin layer of cream (Isoptomax) was applied to the eyes
to prevent dehydration during surgery. The skull was immobilized by
affixing it to a metal plate with dental cement. A small craniotomy
(2 mm) was carried out above the binocular visual cortex as deter-
mined by stereotaxic coordinates. The exposed cortical surface was
kept moist with cortex buffer (125 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 10 mM
glucose, 10mMHEPES, 2mMMgSO4, and 2mMCaCl2 [pH 7.4]). After
dye injection (see below) the cortex was sealed with 2% agarose in
cortex buffer and a coverslip.
Deprivation was initiated by suturing shut one or both eyelids 1–
8 days before the imaging experiment, using the same injectable anes-
thesia as described above. Lid margins were trimmed and the eyelid
was closed shut with twomattress stitches. Eye reopening was carried
out prior to imaging, directly after dye injection.
Dye Loading and Two-Photon Imaging
Bulk loading of cortical neurons (Ohki et al., 2005; Stosiek et al., 2003)
was performed with the calcium-sensitive dye OGB-1 AM (Molecular
Probes). The dyewas dissolved in 4 ml DMSOcontaining 20%Pluronic,
and further diluted (1/11) in dye buffer (150 mMNaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, and
10 mM HEPES [pH 7.4]) to yield a final concentration of 0.9 mM. The
solution was pressure injected into the cortex at a depth of 200–
300 mm with a micropipette (3–5 MU, 8–12 psi, 2–3 min). This resulted
in a stained spherical volume of about 200–400 mm in diameter. Inmost
animals, dye was injected at two or three positions to ensure labeling
within the binocular region.
Activity of cortical neurons was monitored by imaging fluorescence
changes with a custom-built microscope and a mode-locked Ti:sap-
phire laser (Mai Tai, Spectra-Physics) at 830 nm through a 403 water
immersion objective (0.8 NA, Olympus). Scanning and image acquisi-
tion were controlled by Fluoview software (Olympus). The average
power delivered to the brain was <50 mW.
Visual Stimulation and Data Acquisition
At the beginning of each experiment, the appropriate retinotopic posi-
tion in the binocular cortex was determined using small grating stimuli
at 12 neighboring positions. Imaged regions were considered binocu-
lar if the strongest responses were evoked by stimuli presented in the
central, upper visual field (20 to +20 azimuth relative to midline). In
the binocular cortex, neuronal responses to stimulation of the two eyes
Neuron
Response Homeostasis during Monocular Deprivationwere assessed using two rectangular-shaped grating stimuli (25
azimuth, 50 elevation, 0.03 cycles/, 2 cycles/s) presented on a mon-
itor in the central visual field every 11 s for a period of 4 s (during this
time, randomly chosen grating orientations changed every 0.3 s).
Computer-controlled shutters allowed independent stimulation of
either eye during each recording sequence. Responses in the monoc-
ular cortex were mapped with drifting gratings of randomized orienta-
tions and were presented at each of the positions comprising a 4 3 2
stimulus grid spanning 90 3 60 in contralateral visual hemifield. In
most experiments, image (5123 512 pixels) sequences were acquired
at 1.1 s per frame. Maps containing no or unevenly distributed
responses to ipsilateral eye stimulation, indicating an imaging position
outside or at the border of the binocular visual cortex, were excluded
from further analysis.
Data Analysis
Image sequences were aligned for tangential drift and analyzed with
custom programswritten in ImageJ (NIH) andMatlab (Mathworks). Re-
cordings with significant brain movements, vertical drift, or both were
excluded from further analysis. Cell outlines were detected using
a semiautomated algorithm based on morphological measurements
of cell intensity, size, and shape, and subsequently confirmed by visual
inspection. All pixels within a cell’s outline were averaged to give a sin-
gle time course (DF/F). Response amplitude was calculated from the
average of 8 to 15 stimulus repetitions, as the average DF/F of the
three, 1.1 s frames immediately following stimulus onset, centered
around the stimulus-evoked response maximum. The baseline was
computed as the mean DF/F of the three frames immediately preced-
ing stimulus onset. Cells were considered responsive if the response to
any of the stimuli was significantly different from the baseline (ANOVA
at p < 0.01). The proportion of responsive cells was 65% ± 19% (mean
± standard deviation, 27 mice). This proportion was larger than previ-
ously reported in the rat (Ohki et al., 2005) and is most likely explained
by the use of different anesthetic regimes.
The OD score was computed as the ratio of the ipsilateral eye re-
sponse to the summed response of both eyes. An OD score of 0 or 1
indicates exclusive dominance by the contralateral or ipsilateral eye,
respectively. Cell-based OD maps were computed by color-coding
each significantly responsive cell with the hue corresponding to its
OD score. For pixel-based maps, the time course of each pixel was
processed separately. In pixel-based OD maps, the hue codes for
OD score, the saturation for the significance of response relative to
baseline (ANOVA), and the lightness for the overall response strength
(DF). The median response value from each animal was used to com-
pute group mean data. Differences between cumulative distributions
were assessed using the K-S test. Differences across groups of ani-
mals were tested with the Wilcoxon rank sum test.
In Vivo Electrophysiology
Multiunit activity was recorded using silicon multichannel electrodes
(NeuroNexus Technologies) under the same anesthetic regime as for
calcium imaging. Data acquisition and stimulus generation were con-
trolled using BrainWare and the Pentusa multichannel processor
(Tucker-Davis Technologies). Electrode penetrations (24–36 per ani-
mal) were targeted to the monocular visual cortex. Square-shaped
grating stimuli (randomized for orientation angle) were presented to
the contralateral eye randomly interleaved at different visual field posi-
tions in the contralateral hemifield (10 repetitions/position). Recordings
were carried out at 100–500 mm below the cortical surface. The aver-
age peristimulus time histogramwas computed by averaging the num-
ber of spikes in each 20 ms bin across all recording sites for stimulus
positions eliciting the strongest response. For each recording site,
firing rates were calculated from averaged spike counts over the post-
stimulus response period (corrected by subtracting the mean sponta-
neous activity immediately preceding stimulus onset). The median
firing rate value from each animal was used to compute group mean
data.Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/54/6/961/DC1/.
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